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...Not sure...but you can ask me & one more thing...Ill be deleting all my other storys...Im sorry-_-But...Ill
add your char if ya want^^
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1 - Maria...You were a great friend...

Maria:*eating a cookie*
Shekiki:MARIA!
Maria:*nerly corcks on cookie wighle laughing*
Shekiki:DID YOU PUT A RAT IN MY COFFIE?!
Maria:*spits out cookie*HAHAHA!THATS WHAT YOU GET FOR STEALING MY SWORD IN THE
FUTURE!^^
Shekiki:*smacks her self in face*(Why am I her desiful?)I TOLD YOU!YOU GAVE ME IT IN THE
FUTURE!
Maria:...oh yeah^^;
Shekiki:*looks at time*No...*begins to cry*Not now!*crys*
Maria:Whats wournge?
Shekiki:I have to go back to my own time...
Maria:...I KNOW!*takes out a pic of Trent*Ill miss you...
Shekiki:You...you mean it!*hugs Maria*Thank you...
Maria:Ill start packing^^
Shekiki:OH THANK YOU!
2 hours later a portel comes
Maria:Tell my friends...Ill miss them...*goes in portel & desapears*
Shekiki:Ok...
1 hour later
Diamond:IM HOME!^^...Maria?Shekiki...weres Maria...Shekiki?
In Marias room
Shekiki:*changing every thing to her stilye*...*leaves a picture of Maria up*I will always thank you...
Diamond:*walks in*She leaved...for you huh?
Shekiki:*a tear rools down cheack*Yes...
Diamond:Ill call the others for a meating...What to come?
Shekiki:Nah...They wont like me...Eceasclly Trent...
Diamond:Why you think that?
Shekiki:They are going to think I forched her to go...& Trent will be heart broken...
Diamond:*sigh*Did she say to take care of her friends?...I bet she did...
Shekiki:Mother...you dont under stand...No one likes me...
Diamond:*sigh*Im your mother in the future...I know what you want...Dont say that I hate you!
Shekiki:...Ok...*thinks*Trent...Im sorry...
Diamond:Well...lets go shoping^^
Shekiki:How about the meading?^^
Diamond:(thats my girl)*calls all her friends*HEY GUYS^^Come to a meating Im having^^

........................................................................................................................



3 - (Laughs crazy)IT WORKS!

At the meading
Diamond:This is my future dauter from the future^^
Trent:So Maria is gone...FOREVER!?
Sonic:THIS IS OUT OF THE MEADING!WE WANT CHILI DOGS!
Shadow:By,"We"you mean you?^^;
Sonic:Yes^^
Nash:*walks in*Hi^^Did I miss any thing?^^
Shekiki:Who are you?
Nash:...Im not sure^^;
Shekiki:Ooooookie...
50,000,000 years in da future
Maria:...I WANT TO GO HOME!
Dangerboy:MARIA?WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE!?
Maria:I DONT REMEMBER!HELP ME!*starts to cry & fall in Dangerboy arms*I MISS EVERY
ONE!*crys*
Dangerboy:^^;Ill get you home^^
Maria:THANK YOU!^^
back in normal time
Charlee:Look!WE NEED TO GET BACK MARIA!
Death:Shes right!WE NEED TO GO!...NOW!
Right at the time Death said,"NOW!"A portel came
Maria:TRENT!
Trent:MARIA!
Both:*hugs each other*
Dangerboy:Now that you two are back together I think its about time Shekiki knows her REAL mom...
Shekiki:Whos that?
Dangerboy:Look...in Marias room...
every one looks in Marias room
Maria:OMG!I HAVE A BABY!*faints*
Shekiki:So Maria is my mom?
Dangerboy:Step Mom & Diamond is also your step Mom...
Diamond:I think you should leave now...
Dangerboy:I cant^^Im stuck!^^
Nash:HELLO!?IM RIGHT HERE!
Everyone:STUTUP ALREADY!
Nash:Ok^^
John:*sees Diamond runing up to him full speed*AHHHHH!FOX GIRL ATACK!*gets tackeld*HELP!
Diamond:*kissing John all over*
Garnet:What did I say^^A new Amy Rose
Me:GET...OUT!*throws Garnet out of story*HA!



...................................................................................



4 - *Last chapter*Bye-Bye!

Maria:Well...*picks up the baby**sniffs it*Mmmm...YepI knew it^^
Shekiki:WHAT?
Maria:You are an ultra prototype of me...You fell from the ark...
Shekiki:...Let me take care of me!Ill go back in the future!
Diamond:The portel will come in one more day...Lets have a good bye party!^^
Trent:Good with me^^
John:As long as I dont get dared!
Maria:Well you will now^^;
Nash:I fill sad for you^^
Dangerboy:What the heck?Why not!^^
Charlee:As long as Im with Death^^
Death:As long as Im with my weashel^^
Charlee:*glare*
Death:AND WITH CHARLEE!^^;
Baby Shekiki:Ooooo...K!^^
Shekiki:^^...How cute
Baby Shekiki:There...I...am!^^
2 hours later
Maria:Party over...I eat to much cake...
Trent:Next time Im not standing infrount of the game,"pin the tale on the Sonic"
Sonic:Better you then me^^
Shadow:*all drunk*Oh life is so grand!^^*falls over*
Rainbow:Man...Im wasted!
Diamond:IM SO HAPPY!^^
John:Im so need a shower...I got kissed to much...
Diamond:...*kisses John more*
Nash:HA!HA!HA!^^
Charlee:THAT WAS SOOOOO GREAT!^^
Death:I WON A WEASHEL!^^
Dangerboy:Ahhhhhh^^That was fun^^
Shekiki:(I hope they will be happy when Im gone)Mmmmm...Im going to miss these guys^^
Baby Shekiki:...Dont...be...sad...Im...here...with...you^^
Portel come
Dangerboy:*sigh*Come on Shekiki...its time to go...
Shekiki:Ok^^
Baby Shekiki:Bye-Bye^^
Dangerboy,Shekiki,& baby Shekiki goes in the portel
Maria:Im going to miss her...
Trent:...
Diamond:ILL MISS YOU!
Shekiki:Ill miss you to...Mother...
Portel disapears



John:...Why is Diamond looking at me like that!?
Diamond:*smirk*Im going to get you*takes out hammer*
John:RUNAWAY!*runs*

Me:So that was the end...& John is still running away from Diamond^^THE END!^^
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